
 

Using Suppress Function for IV to PO Alert Review 

 

Dismiss: This function enables a user to “dismiss” an alert so no one will see this alert again UNLESS new alert criteria 

are present that would cause this alert to re-fire (example: serum creatinine values for renal alerts).  This is the primary 

function we should use for most alerts with two exceptions – IV to PO and certain microbiology based alerts. 
 

Suppress: This function will allow the user to specify the time period in which the alert will be “suppressed” from all user 

views.  This is not necessary for most alerts but this can be useful for alerts that may not re-fire again if suppressed.  For 

example, IV to PO alerts will only re-fire if new scheduled oral medications are entered.  If no new scheduled meds are 

entered after an alert is dismissed the alert will never re-fire again. 
 

 
 

How to use Suppress Function: After clicking the suppress button you may designate at one point you would like this 

alert to be viewable again.  The 24 hour option is probably the best option for IV to PO alerts that may not meet criteria 

today (patient nauseated, etc.) but you would like to review these again tomorrow. 

 
New IV to PO workflow:  

1.) Assess the alert for potential IV to PO conversion using policy criteria 

2.) If the patient does not meet criteria do one of the following: 

a. Suppress the alert – if this should be re-evaluated in 24-48 hours for potential oral conversion 

b. Dismiss the alert – if it is unlikely patient will ever meet conversion criteria 

i. Examples: patient on long term tube feeds, patient with active GI bleed (Protonix), inability to 

swallow (ECMO patients, long-term vent patients, etc.) 

c. We will no longer leave these un-actioned in the alert review queue – this should help reduce alert 

review clutter  

Remember to use team notes to help relay information on why alerts were dismissed/suppressed to other users 


